
SEMIHOMOMORPHISMS OF SEMIMODULAR LATTICES1

JOHN L. PFALTZ

In this paper a class of lattice "semihomomorphisms" is defined

in a manner analogous to that of lattice semimodularity. It is shown

that a semihomomorphism of a modular lattice is a homomorphism;

while on a semimodular lattice which satisfies a certain "regularity"

property, semihomomorphisms are uniquely determined by specify-

ing their kernels. The definitions and results are given below for the

lower semimodular case; their duals for upper semimodularity are

straight forward. With the exception of Theorems 3 and 12, all re-

sults extend immediately to the case where £ is a finite-dimensional

lower semilattice, and this fact is used in the proof of Theorem 12.

For any element x^O of a lattice £, let Ax denote the set of atoms

a££ (elements which cover 0) such that a = x; in particular Ao = 0.

The cardinality of this set, | Ax\, we will call the A-rank of x. A finite

dimensional lattice in which \AX\ =dim x for all x will be called

A-regular. It is easy to show that in any lattice x5=y implies AXCLAV;

AxVv~^Ax\JAu; and AXAV = Axr\Av. Further, if £ is A-regular then

x = sup{ylx}, and consequently Ax = Ay if and only if x = y, and

AxEAy if and only if x<y.

Let 5= {ai, • • • , an} be any set of atoms in £. We call S full if

ASups = S. It follows that in an A-regular lattice, 5 is full if and

only if S = AX for some x££. As an immediate consequence we have:

if £ is A-regular then {(x, Ax) x££} is an order isomorphism of £

with the set of full sets of atoms of £ ordered by inclusion. It can

also be shown that if £ is A-regular then an element x covers at

least two distinct elements if and only if dim x=:2.

A lattice is said to be lower semimodular (LSM) if xVy covers both

x and y, then x and y both cover xAy- It is well known that semi-

modular lattices satisfy the Jordan-Dedekind condition and that di-

mension is additive [l]. A-regular, lower semimodular lattices will

be called G-lattices. G-lattices arise naturally in the study of directed

graphs; if one partially orders by inclusion the set of convex sub-

graphs of any finite directed graph, then the resulting lattice is lower

semimodular and A-regular [2]. G-lattices have several interesting

structural properties, but we shall need only the result given below.
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Proposition 1. Let x cover the distinct elements yu y2, y3 in the

G-lattice £, and let zi = y2Ay¡, z2 = yiAy3, Z3 = yiAy2; then Zi/\z2 = zi

Az3 = z2Az¡-

Proof. Readily dim x = A^3, and since x covers the y's, by the

Jordan-Dedekind condition they each have dimension A —1; while

by LSM, the y's cover the z's, so that each z has dimension A —2.

If zi = z2, we would have zi<yi, y2, y3, so that Ay¡ = An\J {a,},

* = 1, 2, 3, where the ais are distinct since the y is are distinct. Hence

| Ax\ ^ | AZ1\J {ai, a2, a3}|=A + l, contradiction; we have thus

shown that the z's are all distinct.

Suppose that ziAz^ziA^- Since y3 covers both zi and z2, by LSM

zi covers ziAz2. Similarly, since y2 covers zi and 23, Zi covers Z1AZ3.

Thus z1Az25^ZiAz3 implies (Z1AZ2)V(ziAz3) =Zi- Moreover, S1AZ2

úz2<yi and ZiAz3^Z3<yi, so that their sup is úyi- Thus zi = y2

Ay3^yi, so that y2Ay3^yiAy3, i.e., zi^z2, and since they have the

same dimension, this implies that zi = z2, contradiction, fj

We define a lower semihomomorphism (LSH) to be a mapping a:

£—>£' such that, for all x, y in £,

(a) <j(x/\y)=o(x)/\o(y),

(b) if xVy covers x and y then, a(x\Jy) = o(x)\/a(y).

[Note the analogy to the definition of LSM.]

We first state some needed results about meet homomorphisms.

For brevity, we will denote inf {yE£\yE<r~1(<r(x))} by x, or by (x)*

when x is an involved expression.

Proposition 2. If a is a meet homomorphism defined on £, where

£ is finite dimensional, then

(1) cr(0) is the zero element of cr(£).

(2) If xVy exists in £ then <r(x) =cr(xVy) implies a(y) =aix/\y).

(3) oix) =o-(x).

(4) If y'<cr(x) in <r(£) then there exists yEo'~1iy') such that y<x

in £.

(5) cr(y)<<r(x) in <r(£) implies $<x.

(6) 7/ xV? exists in £ then <r(x)Vo'(y) exists in <r(£) and equals

<r(»V5'). In particular if £ is a lattice, so is <r(£).

We now prove a result which can be regarded as justifying our

definition of a lower semihomomorphism.

Theorem 3. If a: £—>£' is an LSH and £ is a modular lattice,

then a is a lattice homomorphism.

Proof. We must show that o-(xVy) =o-(x)\/a(y) for all x, y in £.
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We proceed by induction on ¿=dim(xVy^xAy)- If ¿ = 1, we must

have either x=x\Jy, y = xAy or vice versa, say the former, so that

y<x, and we have cr(xVy) =o~(x) =a(x)\fo(y) since <r(y)^o-(x).

Hence we may assume that tr(reVf) =<r(u)\/a(v)ior all u, v such that

divn(u\JV.u/\v)<k. As in the case ¿ = l,ifx^yory^x the result is

trivial; hence we may suppose x<x\/y and y<x\/y. Let x^Xi

<xVy, y ûyi<x\/y, where xVy covers Xi and yi. Since £ is modular

and x^Xi, we have (xiAy)Vx=XiA(*Vy) = Xi, and similarly

(xAyi)Vy=yi- Thus dim((xiAy)Vx:(xiAy)Ax)=dim(xi:xAy)

= ¿ — 1 since xVy covers Xi, so that by induction hypothesis we have

o-(xi)=o-((xiAy)Vx) =o-(xiAy)V<r(x), and similarly <r(yi) =o-(xAyi)

Vc(y). Finally, since xVy covers Xi and yi, and a is an LSH, we

have <r(xVy) =f(^iVyi) =<r(xi)Vo'(yi). Butas just shown, this is in

turn equal to (er(xiAy)W(x))V(o"(xAyi)W(y)) = (<r(x)V<r(*Ayi))

V(o-(y)V<r(xiAy))=<r(x)\/<r(y). D

Proposition 4. Let o-:£—>£' be an LSH, and let £ be LSM. Then

dim(y:x)^l implies dim(<r(y):o-(x)) ^1—in other words, if y covers

x, we have either cr(y) =o(x), or o(y) covers a(x) in cr(£).

Proof. Let o-(x)^z' = a(y); we must show that z'=o(x) or cr(y).

Recall first that by Proposition 2 we have x^z^y. We proceed by

induction on ¿ = dim(x:x). If ¿ = 0, then x = x and we have x = x

ásáísy. Since y covers x, this implies that either ê = x, so thatz'=o-(x),

or else z=y, so that z'=<r(y). Hence we may assume that if dim(w:z;)

= 1 and dim(fl:í¡)<¿, then dim(o(u)'.o-(v)) ^1. If £ = y we have

z'=<r(á) =<r(y); if not, let z^zi<y, where y covers Zi. If x=z\, we

have z^x, i.e. z = x, and we are done. Thus we may assume that

x^Zi. Since y covers both x and Zi, it is their sup, and since <r is an

LSH, we thus have a(y) =o-(x)V<r(zi); but <r(x) = z'=<r(z) ^o-(zi), so

that o(y) =o-(zi). Moreover, by LSM, x and zi both cover xAzi, while

x^z — Zi and x^x imply x^xAzi. Hence by additivity of dimension

we have dim((xAzi):x) =¿ —1. Furthermore, x^x/\zi^x implies

o-(xAzi) =o~(x), so that (xAzi) =x. We can now apply the induction

hypothesis with u=zi, v = x/\zx, to obtain dim(o-(zi):o-(xAzi))

= dim(o-(y):o-(x)) = l. D

Theorem 5. LSH s take LSM lattices into LSM lattices.

Proof. Let x', y' in <r(£) be such that x'Vy' covers both x' and y',

and let á = inf {a~l(x'\/y')}. By Proposition 2, we have x and y^â.

Let x=^Xi<z and yáyi<z, where z covers both Xi and yi. Now

x' =o(x) ^o-(xi) = <r(z) =x'Vy'- Sincex'Vy'coversx', ando-(xi) ^x'Vy'

by definition of á, we must have o-(xi) =x', and similarly <r(yi) =y'.
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Since £ is LSM, xi and yi both cover XiAyi- Also <r(xiAyi) =c(xi)

Ac(yi) =x'Ay'-Thus (using Proposition 4) we have 1 5Sdim(x':x'Ay')

(since x'^x'Ay') =dim(<r(xi):(r(xiAyi)) ^dim(xi:xiAyi) = 1- Con-

sequently dim (x':x'Ay') = 1| and similarly y' covers x'Ay', so that

*(£) is LSM. □

Having shown that <r(£) is LSM and hence Jordan-Dedekind, an

easy argument on unrefinable chains shows that if a is a LSH and £

is LSM then dim(<r(y):o-(x)) ^dim(y:x).

Now let £ be A-regular and a an LSH. Using the fact that

dim x^2 implies that x covers at least two distinct elements one

can show that if a' is an atom of <r(£) then there exists exactly one

atom aE£ such that a(a) =a'. It follows that for any xG£, we have

Aa(X)=aiAx) (after deleting any zeros in a(Ax)).

Theorem 6. LSH's take G-lattices into G-lattices.

Proof. By Theorem 5, it suffices to prove A-regularity—in other

words, that | Ax> | =dim x' for all x'Eo~(£). We proceed by induction

on A = dim x'. If A = 1, x' is an atom and the conclusion is immediate;

suppose it true for dimensions <A, where A^2.

Since x' is not an atom, neither is x (Proposition 4), so that x

covers at least two elements yi, y2. Hence x' covers <r(yi) (Proposition

4; we cannot have <r(yi) =x' by definition of x), and similarly x' covers

<r(y2). Furthermore, o-(yi)9i<T(y2), since otherwise we would have

o(x) =o-(yiVy2) = o-(yi)V(r(y2) = <s(yi)7^x'.

Since ff(£) is LSM, dimension is additive, so that dim <r(yi)

= dim <r(y2)=A — 1, and by induction hypothesis, l^a^!)! = |^4<7(i,2)|

= k—1. Moreover, A„(yi)7¿AC(yi), since otherwise we would have

M»(»i)a»c»i)| = l-^'Cvi)' =A — 1; but since o"(£) is LSM, o-(yi) and
o~iy2) cover <riyi)Aciy2), so that dim <r(yi)A^iyi) — k — 2, and by

induction hypothesis \AC(Vl)A„iy2)\ =k — 2, contradiction. Since

Ax>~DAc{yi)\JAa{Vi), we must have |^4i»| ^A. On the other hand, let

A$ = AV1VJ {a} ; then by the preceding comment Ax> =aiAVl)

\j{<ria)} =A„(Vl)\J{<ria)}, so that \Ax-\ ^(A-1) + 1=A. D

Our goal in the remainder of this paper is to prove that an LSH

of a G-lattice is "uniquely determined" by specifying its kernel

( = the set of elements which it takes into 0')- Specifically, we show

that if a and t have the same kernel, they induce the same equiv-

alence relation on £, so that their images are canonically order

isomorphic;2 and that there exists an LSH having any given kernel.

In what follows, we denote the kernel of <r by A(<r).

* The analogous result for lattice homomorphisms is known to be true for rela-

tively complemented lattices [l, p. 23].
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Theorem 7. If £ is a G-lattice, and a and t are LSH's defined on

£ such that k(a)=k(r), then {(<r(x), r(x))|x££} is an order iso-

morphism of c(£) with t(£).

Proof. Suppose that cr(y)=<r(x). Then A„M=Ae(v), so that by

remarks preceding Theorem 6, cr(Ax) = a(Ay), discarding O's, and the

set A of atoms in Ax which a does not take into 0' is the same as

the set of atoms in Av which o does not take into 0'. Since k(o) =k(r),

it follows that At(X)=t(Ax) (discarding O's) =t(A) =r(Ay) (discard-

ing 0's)=^4T(„), so that r(x)=r(y) (since t(£) is A-regular), and we

have proved that {(<r(x), t(x))|x££} is a one-to-one correspon-

dence. Finally, if o-(z)^<r(x) we have á^x, so that t(z)—t(x), and

since a(z) =a(z) and <x(x) =<r(x) we have t(£) =t(z), t(x) =t(x), and

symmetrically so that the one-to-one correspondence is order pre-

serving both ways. □

Corollary 8. An LSH of a G-lattice is one-to-one if and only if its

kernel is {0}.

Proof. If ¿(cr) = {o}, we can apply Theorem 7 to o and the iden-

tity function on £ to prove that {(x, o-(x))|x££} is a one-to-one

correspondence. □

Corollary 9. A one-to-one LSH of a G-lattice is an order iso-

morphism.

Our final goal is to prove that on a G-lattice, there exists an LSH

having any given kernel. In order to state this more precisely, we

first prove

Proposition 10. Let a be an LSH defined on the G-lattice £; then

x£¿(cr) if and only if AxÇk(o-).

Proof. "Only if" is trivial since k(<r) is an ideal. "If" is clear

if x = 0 or is an atom; we proceed by induction on dim x = ¿^2. Let

x cover xi, x2 (distinct); then AX1, AX2QAxQk(a), while dim Xi =

dim x2 = ¿ —1, so that by induction hypothesis, Xi and x2 are in k(o).

But since x=XiVx2, we thus have <r(x) =û-(xi)Vo"(x2) =0'VO' = 0',

proving x£¿(o"). □

Corollary 11. Let cr be an LSH defined on a G-lattice, and let A

be the set of all atoms in k(a); then k(o-)= {sup B\BQA, where B

is full}.

Thus the kernel of an LSH of a G-lattice is completely determined

by specifying the set of atoms which it contains. In what follows, we
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denote {sup B\BQA, B full} by â(A), since this set is an ideal of

the lattice. We can now state

Theorem 12. Let A be any set of atoms of the G-lattice £; then there

exists an LSH defined on £ whose kernel is d(A).

Note that by Corollary 11 ; this is equivalent to proving that there

exists a o- such that A is precisely the set of atoms in A(<r).

Proof. This is trivial if dim 1 = 0 or 1, since we can take a to be the

trivial LSH (<r(0) =<r(l) =0'), if A = {1}, or the identity mapping if

A=0. We proceed by induction on dim 1=A^2. Let 1 cover

Zi, • • • , zm (where m ^ 2) ; since dim z¿ = k — 1 for each i, there exist

LSH's o"i, • ■ • , <rm on £ZI, • • • , £Zm, respectively, such that

A(o\-) = S(AIi(~\A), l^igffl, where £x denotes the ideal {y|ygx}.

For any x G £ * = £~ {1} we have x ^ z» for some i. Let

Xi = inf{y G £*| (Ti(y) = <n(x)}.

Suppose that x also &z,; we show that xt = xy. In fact, cr¿ and <Tj re-

stricted to £x have the same kernel, so that in £x, crt(y) =<r¿(z) if and

only if o-jiy) =a¡iz). In particular,

{y E £x | o-iiy) = er,(x)}  = [y E £* | <r,(y) = <Tj(x)\,

so that the infs of these sets are equal, and since x¿ and x, are evidently

in £x, they must be just these infs. From now on we denote x,- (for

every i such that x^z¿) by x. Since x = x, is the inf of a finite set of

y's for each of which cr,(y) = <r,(x), we have <r,(x) =<r¿(x) for any i such

that x^z¿.

Let 2 be the equivalence relation {(x, y)| x = y}, and let er be the

canonical function of S. Define a partial order relation on the quo-

tient set <r(£*) by <r(x) ̂ a(y) if and only if x^y\ Let x^y^z( (say);

since <Ti is a meet homomorphism, o\-(x) ^aiiy), so that by (v) of

Proposition 2 we have x.a^i, i.e., x^y\ proving that a is order pre-

serving. To show that it is an LSH, we need some preliminary results.

(1) x = y~ if and only if <r,-(x) =a¿(5') for some i. To see "only if,"

note that o-.-(x) =<r,-(x) =ffi(/y) since x = $. Conversely, by definition

of x = Xi, if Oi(j) = o\-(x) = o'i(x) we have x Síy\ Now for some / we have

o'XjO =<7j(3')i and since tr,- and a, restricted to £j have the same

kernel, (7¿(x) =<Ti(f) implies o-j(x) =<r;(j;) =crj(y), so that by definition

of y = 5>i we have y" = x.

(2) It follows that (w)A =íí; for all wG£*—for, take x = w, y=w

in (1). [in terms of a, this can be restated as: <x(û>) =a(w).]

(3) For any x, y in £* we have (xA5>)~ = (*AyY •
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Proof. Let cr,(x) =o"i(x); then since x=^x\/(x/\y)^x, we have

<r,(x) =o-¿(xV(xAy)), so that by (ii) of Proposition 2, o~i(x/\y)

= o-i(x/\(x/\y))=ai(x/\y). Similarly, for some j we have o-y(xAy)

= o-y(xA50, and (working in £lA») this implies o-i(x/\y)=<ii(x/\y').

Since o-i(xAy) = c.(xAy), we have thus shown that cr.-(xAy)

= o-,(xAy)^ ; hence by (1) (using xAy for x, and xAy for y) our con-

clusion follows. In terms of cr, this conclusion becomes o-(xAy)

= <r(xAy); and by (2), this implies tr(xAy)" =<r(x/\f). Note also

that (xAy)" = (*Ay)A implies (xAy)~áxA5>.

We can now resume the proof that <r is an LSH. Since

(xAy) ^xAS = x, we have o-(xAy) =c(xAy) ua(x)=o-(x), and

similarly <r(xAy) lko~(y). Suppose that o-(z)=<r(x) and o~(y), i.e., that

á^xand y, which implies âSîxAy. Then á= (â) ^(xAy) = (xAy) ,

i.e. cr(z) tka(xf\y), so thato-(xAy) is the inf of <r(x) and <r(y), proving

that cr is a meet homomorphism.

Let xVy cover x and y in £*; since a is a meet homomorphism,

by Proposition 2(vi), a(x)\/o-(y) exists and =cr(xVy)- Let x\/y¿zk;

since ak is an LSH we have ak(x\/y) = ak(x\/y) = o-k(x)\fo-k(y) = ok(x)

V<Tk($)=<Tk(x\/$) (using Proposition 2(vi)). Hence by (1), (xVy)~

= (xVy)~, i.e. a(x\/j) =<r(x\/y), so that a is an LSH on £*.

It remains to extend a from £* to £ by defining it for 1. To this

end, note first that the maximal elements of <?(£*) must be cr(z¿)'s—

for, if o(u) is maximal, let w^Zy; then a(u)=a(z¡), implying

o~(u) =a(z¡).

Suppose that tr(z,-) =cr(zy), where i^j; we shall show that in this

case cr(z,) is the unique maximal element, i.e. the greatest element

of o"(£*). Let ¿ be different from i and j (if there are only two z¿'s,

the conclusion is immediate). By Proposition 1, since 1 covers

Zi, Zj, zk in £, then (zí/\z¡)/\(zif\zk) = (z.-Az,-)A(zjAz*) =w (say).

By LSM, Zi covers z<Azy and z¡/\zk, hence is their sup. Now

o-(zi/\Zj) =<r(zi)/\o-(zj) =a(zi). Hence by Proposition 2(ii), ar(zif\zk)

= a(w); and similarly o(z¡/\zk)=a(w). We thus have a(zif\zk)

= o-(zi/\zk) =o(w). But since zk covers z,-Az* and z,/\zk and is their

sup, we have a(zk) =o(zi/\zk)\/o-(zj/\zk) =o-(w)\Jo-(w) =<r(w). Hence

cr(z*) =(t(w), which ^o-(z¿) since w<z{, and we are done.

We next show that if a(zh) is not maximal, it is covered by a maxi-

mal element. In fact, let a(zh) <&-(z,), where a(z¡) is maximal; thus

h<%iúzi. Now zh=Zi/\Zh^Zh, while a(zh) =ar(zh); hence ct(z¿Aza)

= o(zh). Since z,- covers z.Aza, by Proposition 4 we have dim(<r(z¿):

cr(zA)) = dim (o-(zt) :cr(ziAzO) = 1-

We can now show that if any o(zh) is not maximal, say <r(zt)

covers o(zù) with <r(z.) maximal, then cr(z¿) is the unique maximal
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element. Indeed, as in the preceding paragraph we have a(ziAzk)

— or(zh)- Thus for any A we have a((ziAzh)A(zkAzh)) (call it a(w))

= o-(zh)A<r(zkAzh)=<T(zkAzh), and since w and zkAzk each Sjzi, this

implies <r(w)=aizkAzh)- Now w¿ZiAzk^zk, so that oizkAzh)

= <xiw) è<riziAzk) ^vizic), and since zk covers zkAzh, by Proposition 4

one of the i¡'s must be =. Suppose that ct(to) =aiziAzk)- Since zk

covers ZiAzk and z*Az* and is their sup, we have aizk) =aiziAzk)

\/<TÍzkAzk)=o'iw)\/<riw)=<riw). Hence in any case we have

cr(z¿Az*) =<r(zfc), and since z,Az*<Z{, this implies that aizk) = ít(z,Az*)

^<x(z¿) for all A.

We have thus shown that either o-(zi), • • • , cr(zm) are all distinct

and all maximal, or else er(£*) has a greatest element <r(z,), and any

<r(zA)'s which are not equal to aizi) are covered by it and distinct.

In the first case, we adjoin a new element l'=tr(l) to cr(£*), and

define oix) :£1' for all x; thus 1' covers the <r(zy)'s. In the second case,

we simply define <r(l) =<r(z,). In either case, the extended a is a meet

homomorphism, since for all x we have u(xAl) = <r(x) =<r(x)Ao'(l).

In the first case, we also have <r(zA/zs) =<r(l) = l'=a(zr)Vo'(z«), so

that a is an LSH. Similarly, in the second case, cr(zA/z„) =cr(l) =<r(z,-),

and since <r(zr) and vizi) are either equal to, or distinct and covered

by, <r(z<), we always have <r(z.) =tr(zr)Vo'(z>). □

Corollary 13. If £ is a finite G-lattice having n atoms, there

exist exactly 2" LSH s on £ which are all inequivalent iin the sense

of Theorem 7).

In addition, it can be shown that if a relatively complemented finite

dimensional lattice £ has unique relative complements then it is both

modular and A -regular. Hence both Theorems 12 and 3 are applicable

and we have a sufficient condition for the existence of lattice homo-

morphisms in the case of relatively complemented lattices.
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